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Editorial

Obama Is the Problem
As the passionate outpourings of leading Democratic Party strategist James Carville underscore,
there has been a sea-change in the attitude of many
Americans toward President Obama, even those
previously firmly committed to supporting him.
Those who previously had fiercely resisted LaRouche PAC’s truthful indictment of Obama as a
tool of the British financial empire—from his Nazi
health plan to his Afghanistan war disaster, and
more—are now being forced to face the fact that
the President is the chief obstacle to taking the
urgent measures required to save the United States,
and the world, from total collapse.
What remains is for the American people to act
to get Obama out of office immediately—by
peaceful, Constitutional means.
Start the updated bill of indictment with the financial crisis we face. The entire global system is
at the abyss of a Dark Age. As Lyndon LaRouche
has emphasized, only a reimposition of the GlassSteagall principle in U.S. banking will both protect the U.S. banking system, and provide the basis
for the global Glass-Steagall system which is required.
Fortunately, restoring Glass-Steagall is on the
table, even in the Congress. But, as the refusal of
the Senate leadership to even hear debate on the
Cantwell-McCain Glass-Steagall amendment to
the Dodd financial reform bill shows, President
Obama and his cronies are determine to bury this
measure. Obama will continue to try to kill any
action on Glass-Steagall, and move to remove any
measures in the bill on even containing derivatives speculation, as the House and Senate go into
conference discussion on the “reform” bill this
week. No patriot can avoid the conclusion: Obama
is the problem, and he must be removed from
office.
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The ongoing British Petroleum (BP) disaster,
now threatening to have devastating polluting effects throughout the entire Atlantic Ocean, raises
precisely the same issue. As of this writing, there
is no evidence that Obama, or his team, took any
specific action which helped create the unprecedented oil spill. But the dereliction of duty by the
President, to his Constitutional oath to protect the
general welfare of the U.S. population, is stunning. Forget the trivial garbage about whether the
President is “angry.” Where is the action to contain the disaster?
As numerous sources, including former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Colin Powell
(ret.), have pointed out, the only appropriate way
to deal with such a disaster is to wage war: Appoint a military coordinator with the power to
commandeer the resources, human and material.
President Obama has not only not taken such actions, but he has not even declared a national emergency, or moved to take authority away from the
guilty party, BP. This, despite the fact that BP is a
multiply convicted felon, and still on probation in
the Federal courts!
It’s clear: There will be no solution as long as
British agent Obama is in office.
While these are the two most pressing examples, Obama’s kowtowing to British imperial
policy on the strategic front—from provocations
toward war against Iran, to protecting the drugpushers in Afghanistan who are funding those killing our troops, to stirring up crises against China—
represents a clear-and-present danger to our
welfare as well.
As LaRouche put it June 5: You have to remove
Obama from office, now! Take Britain’s toy away
from them—and we can get on with the work that
has to be done.
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